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background
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on to edit the
main text
section

Arrow you can
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to the next page,
but also have the
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across to the next
page without
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arrow
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Label - Click on text
to edit

Sub text - Click on
text to edit

Label that has
previously been
entered by user

Opening Page Sub-Page 1.1

Sub-Page 1.1.1 Sub-Page 1.1.1.1

Sub-Page 1.1.1.2

Sub-Page 1.1.2 Sub-Page 1.1.2.1 Sub-Page 1.1.2.2

Sub-Page 1.1.2.3

Sub-Page 1.1.3

Clicking on the edit
icon in top right

changes the page so
that it can be edited

Clicking DONE in the
top left takes you

back to the
uneditable page in
its updated format

Clicking DONE in the
top left takes you

back to the
uneditable page in
its updated format

Clicking on the plus
icon adds another

editable image link,
as seen on right

Clicking on any of the image
icons takes you to sub-page
1.1.1.2 where you can edit
the image displayed and

label of the image

Clicking DONE in the top left takes you
back to the main editing page (Sub-page
1.1.1.1), where the image and label of the
selected image will have been updated as

per changes carried out on Sub-page
1.1.1.2

Clicking on
select picture
allows you to
select an image
from your photo
library to
display as the
image on
Sub-page 1.1

Clicking on this
text allows you
to type new text
which will be
displayed as
the image label
on Sub-page
1.1

Clicking on any of the image labels
takes you to a separate sub page,
only associated with that particular
image, where you can add a sub
group of images and labels etc.

associated with the top level image
on Sub-page 1.1. Each top level

image on Sub-page 1.1 has its on
distinct sub-pages

Clicking DONE in the
top left takes you

back to the
uneditable Sub-page
1.1.2 in its updated

format

Clicking on the edit
icon in top right

changes the page so
that it can be edited

Clicking on the plus
icon adds another

editable image link,
as seen on right, if

number of icons now
exceeds the screen
size, should be able

to scroll through
them

Clicking on any of the image
icons takes you to sub-page
1.1.1.2 where you can edit
the image displayed, label

of the image and its
description

Clicking DONE in the top left takes you
back to the main editing page (Sub-page
1.1.2.2), where the image and label of the
selected image will have been updated as

per changes carried out on Sub-page
1.1.1.2

Clicking on
select picture
allows you to
select an image
from your photo
library to
display as the
image on
Sub-page 1.1.2

Clicking on this
text allows you
to type new text
which will be
displayed as
the image label
on Sub-page
1.1.2

Clicking on this
text allows you
to type new text
which will be
displayed as
the image
description on
Sub-page 1.1.3

Clicking on any of the image labels
takes you to a separate sub page,
only associated with that particular

image, where you can see the
enlarged image, its label and

description as entered on sub-page
1.1.2.3

Clicking on the arrow
top left takes you
back to Sub-page

1.1, should also be
able to swipe

Clicking on the arrow
top left takes you
back to Sub-page

1.1.2, should also be
able to swipe


